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verkkoon. Aurinkopaneeli tuottaa tasasa¨hko¨a¨ ja se on liitetta¨va¨ jakeluverkkoon kolmi-
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viritetta¨va¨ siten, etta¨ se on stabiili ja riitta¨va¨n nopea. Ta¨ma¨n saavuttamiseksi tehola¨h-
teen piensignaalika¨ytta¨ytyminen on syyta¨ tuntea.
Tavanomaisessa piensignaalimallinnuksessa ratkaistaan tehola¨hteen toimintapiste ja
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ja toimintapiste voidaan ratkaista. Edellisen tuloksena saatava malli on kuitenkin hyvin
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Power electronic devices are used as an interface between renewable energy sources
and the utility grid. A photovoltaic generator that produces dc electricity is interfaced
to a three-phase grid with an inverter. A photovoltaic generator is internally a cur-
rent source that has highly nonlinear terminal characteristics. The properties of the
input source has a great impact on the converter dynamics, which is seldom recognized.
Electrical quantities of a power electronic converter are usually regulated to a desired
level. This task is laid on the control system which should be tuned to achieve good
regulation and disturbance rejection. The knowledge of the converter’s small-signal
behavior is a great advantage in the control system design.
Conventional small-signal modeling can not be performed in the case of dc-ac con-
verters due to the fact that some of the quantities are sinusoidal by nature and thus
have no steady-state solutions. Nevertheless, small-signal modeling of a three-phase
inverter can be done if the three-phase variables are transformed into a synchronous
reference frame. However, such a model becomes quite complex and e.g. closed-loop
transfer functions can not be solved with reasonable effort. In this thesis, a reduced
order model is developed based on a dc-dc equivalence of the inverter. The validity of
reduced order model was verified by comparing the inverter transfer functions with the
proposed model using a simulation model and frequency response analysis. A proto-
type was constructed and results were verified by comparing measured and predicted
frequency responses.
The effect of a photovoltaic generator on the converter dynamics was examined. It
was found out that the photovoltaic generator has a profound effect on the small-signal
characteristics of the converter especially from the control design point of view. Most
important results were the appearance of a right-half-plane zero in control dynamics
and negative output impedance with a typical cascaded control scheme. Such a control
system has to be implemented in grid-connected photovoltaic systems in order to trans-
fer maximum power to the grid. The negative output impedance can impose stability
problems in the converter-grid-interface and reduce damping in the grid.
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d Space-vector transformed duty ratio
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Dd Steady-state value of duty ratio’s direct component
Dq Steady-state value of duty ratio’s quadrature component
uoL Load voltage of non-ideal load
Ga Gain of the pulse width modulator
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Gci−o Open-loop control-to-input transfer function
Gsci−o Source-affected open-loop control-to-input transfer function
Gci−d D-channel open-loop control-to-input transfer function
Gci−q Q-channel open-loop control-to-input transfer function
Gco−o Open-loop control-to-output transfer function
Gsco−o Source-affected open-loop control-to-output transfer function
Gco−d D-channel open-loop control-to-output transfer function
Gco−dq D-channel to q-channel open-loop control-to-output transfer function
Gco−q Q-channel open-loop control-to-output transfer function
Gco−qd Q-channel to d-channel open-loop control-to-output transfer function
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Gcr−qd Q-channel to d-channel cross-coupling transfer function at open loop
Gcq Q-channel current controller transfer function
vii
GH Matrix containing transfer functions of a current-to-current converter
Gio−o Open-loop input-to-output transfer function
Gio−d D-channel open-loop input-to-output transfer function
Gio−q Q-channel open-loop input-to-output transfer function
Gio−∞ Ideal input-to-output transfer function
iC Capacitor current
id Diode current
iin Input current of the converter
io Output current of the converter
iL Inductor current
IL Steady-state value of inductor current
iL Space-vector transformed inductor current
isL Space-vector transformed inductor current in synchronous frame
iLi Inductor current of phase i
iLd Inductor current d-component
ILd Inductor current d-component steady-state value
iLq Inductor current q-component
iinS Input current of a non-ideal source
〈x〉 Average value of variable x
xˆ AC-perturbation around a steady-state operation point
x˙ Time derivative of variable x
x Space-vector
x∗ Complex-conjugate of a space-vector
I Identity matrix
Kin Input voltage controller gain
Kout Output current controller gain
L Inductance
Lin Input voltage control loop
Lout Output current control loop
s Laplace variable
Ts Switching period
Toi Output-to-input transfer function
Toi−∞ Ideal output-to-input transfer function
U Vector containing Laplace transformed input variables
u Vector containing input variables
x Vector containing state variables
Y Vector containing Laplace transformed output variables
y Vector containing output variables
Yo Output admittance
Yo−d D-channel output admittance
Yo−q Q-channel output admittance
Yo−sci Short-circuit output admittance
Yo−∞ Ideal output admittance
YS Output admittance of a non-ideal source
Zin−oco Open circuit input impedance
Zin−∞ Ideal input impedance
d Direct component of a space-vector transformed variable
q Quadrature component of a space-vector transformed variable
viii
Zin Input impedance
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ABBREVIATIONS
AC Alternating current
CC Constant current
CCM Continous conduction mode
CF Current-fed
CV Constant voltage
CO2 Carbon-dioxide
DC Direct current
DCM Discontinous conduction mode
KCL Kirchoff current law
KV L Kirchoff voltage law
MPP Maximum power point
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
OC Open-circuit
PLL Phase-locked loop
PV Photovoltaic
PWM Pulse width modulation
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11. INTRODUCTION
It is a known fact that burning of fossil fuels releases pollutant gases to the atmosphere.
The most critical product of these greenhouse gases is the carbondioxide, which is partly
responsible for the global warming effect. Scientists have studied the concentration of
CO2 in the atmosphere over a long period of time by ice core studies. It is undeniable
that the rise of CO2 concentration is due to human activities. Burning of fossil fuel
produces 8,000 million metric tons of CO2 per year of which 50% is due to electric
power generation. It has been predicted that the rise of global temperature in the
next 100 years is somewhere between 2 and 5 degrees celcius. The rising temperature
causes droughts which make acricultural production more difficult, damages vegetation
and reduces fresh water supplies. This will be problematic especially in areas near the
equator. A more serious effect is the melting of glaciers all over the world. According
to worst-case scenarios, this could raise the sea level by nearly one meter in the next
100 years. This is an alarming observation, since about 100 million people live within
one meter elevation of sea level.[1]
It is evident that nowadays people are more conserned about drawbacks related to
the use of fossil fuels. This has given rise to new clean renewable energy technologies
such as solar, wind, and hydro power [2–4]. Hydro energy includes also tidal and wave
energy. Wind energy can be harnessed with windmills and converted into electrical
energy. Solar energy can be converted to electrical energy directly with solar cells or
indirectly with solar thermal power plants.
A photovoltaic cell (PV) is the basic building block of a larger electrical system.
The voltage produced by a single PV cell is usually less than one volt and has to be
boosted by connecting enough cells in series. This arrangement is called a photovoltaic
module. These in turn are connected in series and parallel to match the voltage and
current required by the load system. The resulting electrical system is addressed as a
photovoltaic generator in this thesis.
The use of power electronic devices plays an essential role in exploiting all of the
known renewable energy sources. Dc-dc converters can be used for maximizing the
energy generation and boosting the low voltage of solar generators. Ac-ac converters
are used in wind power applications to extract maximum amount of the available wind
energy. Dc-ac converters are used to transform electrical energy to a form that can be
injected to the utility grid and consumed elsewhere.
Some of the electrical quantities of power electronic devices are usually controlled,
e.g. input voltage in photovoltaic applications has to be controlled in order to extract
maximum power from the PV generator. Negative feedback control is usually used to
achieve desired regulation performance. One of the main issues with power electronics
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is to assure the overall stability of the control system. Design of stable feedback loops
require that the small-signal behavior of the converter is known. Small-signal model is
usually transformed to frequency or Laplace domain where the magnitude and phase
behavior of the frequency responses can be studied.[5]
Solar energy seems to be one of the most promising renewable energy techologies at
the moment. In grid-connected systems, the dc current produced by the PV generator
needs to be transformed to three-phase current fed to the ac power grid. Two possible
ways to achieve this is to use single or two-stage approach as depicted in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: a) Single b) and two-stage interfacing scheme.
In Fig 1.1b, the voltage of the PV generator is adjusted by the dc-dc converter and
the three-phase dc-ac converter accounts for the grid connection. In this case the PV
generator voltage can be boosted by the dc-dc converter to an appropriate level. The
second option in Fig 1.1a includes only an ac-dc stage, which is responsible of both,
the generator voltage regulation and grid connection. Using only an ac-dc converter
reduces losses but the drawback is that because there is no voltage boosting dc-dc
stage more PV cells need to be connected in series to reach voltage reguired by the
grid connection. In either case, the ac-dc converter is an essential part of the system.
In order to assure a stable control of the ac-dc converter, its small-signal behavior
has to be known. A multitude of articles dealing with the dynamics of three-phase
dc-ac converter are presented in the literature [6–12]. In majority of these, the photo-
voltaic interfacing inverter is fed by a constant voltage source. In some of them, the
linearization step is not done in respect to every variable, e.g. duty ratio or the input
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voltage is treated as a constant. The photovoltaic cell is internally a current source and
has highly non-linear and non-ideal terminal characteristics [13]. Such a behavior has
a great effect on the inverter dynamics. Hence, the inverter should be modeled with a
correct type of input source.
In this thesis, the small-signal behavior of a two-level three-phase inverter used as
an interface between utility grid and a PV generator is studied. Chapter 2 gives a short
review in conventional small-signal analysis where the dynamics of a current-fed dc-dc
converter is studied as an example. Chapter 3 recaps space-vector theory associated
with three-phase systems and Chapter 4 combines two previous chapters to formulate
a small-signal model for a three-phase two-level inverter in the synchronous reference
frame. In Chapter 5, the inverter model is simplified to a dc-equivalent model, which
has the same dynamical properties as the inverter model in the synchronous reference
frame. Chapter 6 presents the measurements from the DC-equivalent converter pro-
totype and the effect of the photovoltaic generator on the dynamics is studied. Issues
related to control design are also discussed. The final chapter concludes the thesis and
the most important results are recapped.
42. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELING OF
SWITCHED-MODE DC-DC CONVERTERS
A dc-dc converter is a nonlinear system due to different subcircuits introduced by the
switching action. Hence, methods for linear system analysis, such as Laplace transfor-
mation usually applied in control theory are unusable. A general approach to overcome
this is to capture the average behavior of the converter over one switching period and
then linearize the resulting system at a predefined operating point. The small-signal
modeling method for dc-dc converters was first introduced by Middlebrook in the 70’s.
This topic has been extensively studied in the literature [14–16] ever since.
2.1 Different conversion schemes
Source and load, whether voltage or current type, have a great influence on the behavior
of electrical systems especially from the dynamical point of view. Input voltage of a
converter connected to a constant voltage source cannot be controlled, because it is
determined by the source itself. Same is true for the load, i.e. the output current
cannot be controlled if the load is a current sink. Converters can be categorized to
four main types depending on the type of source and load: voltage-to-voltage, voltage-
to-current, current-to-current and current-to-voltage converters. A photovoltaic dc-dc
converter, e.g. is usually a current-fed converter. It converts the current generated by
the PV panel into a current or voltage fed to the load. Usually the load is a counter
voltage, i.e. a storage battery, in which case the PV converter acts as a current-to-
current converter. The four main conversion schemes are summarized in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Classification of conversion schemes: a) voltage-to-voltage, b) voltage-to-
current, c) current-to-current and d) current-to-voltage.
2.2 Averaged model
A switched-mode converter is actually a combination of different subcircuits. The num-
ber of subcirctuits depends on the operation mode of the converter. In constant conduc-
tion mode (CCM) inductor current either rises or falls depending on the switching-state
and never drops to zero, thus the number of subcircuits is two. In discontinous conduc-
tion mode (DCM) the number of subcircuits is increased to three, because the inductor
current drops to zero at the end of each switching period. For simplicity of analysis
and the scope of this thesis, operation in DCM is not discussed. As an example, a
current-fed dc-dc converter depicted in Fig. 2.2 is studied. The topology is derived
from a buck-type power stage by adding an input capacitor. Such a topology can
be used e.g. as an interfacing dc-dc converter for a photovoltaic generator. On- and
off-time subcircuits resulting from the switching action of the converter in Fig. 2.2
are presented in Fig. 2.3. Parasitic elements are omitted, because the purpose of this
chapter is just to provide a short introduction over the modeling method.
+
-
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Cuinu
+ -Lu+
- o
u
Figure 2.2: Power stage of a current-fed dc-dc converter.
Inductor voltage and capacitor current equations can be extracted from the two
subsystems by means of Kirchhoff’s voltage (KVL) and current (KCL) laws. The
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Figure 2.3: a) On-time and b) off-time subcircuit of the converter.
input variables of the converter are the input current iin and the output voltage uo.
The output variables are defined by source and load types: in the case of Fig. 2.2 the
controllable output variables are the input voltage uin and the output current io. The
state variables are the inductor current iL and the input capacitor voltage uC. L is
the inductance of the output inductor and C the capacitance of the input capacitor.
Resulting equation sets for on- and off-time circuits are presented in (2.1) and (2.2).
diL,on
dt
=
uC
L
− uo
L
duC,on
dt
=
iin
C
− iL
C
(2.1)
uin,on = uC
io,on = iL
diL,off
dt
= −uo
L
duC,off
dt
=
iin
C
(2.2)
uin,off = uC
io,off = iL
The next step is to average the converter behavior over one switching period. In
the field of power electronics, it is customary to denote an average value of a signal by
anglebrackets. The average value of any signal can be mathematically expressed as
〈x〉 = 1
T
∫ T
0
x(t) dx. (2.3)
Equation sets can be averaged over one switching period by taking an integral
over the whole switching period which includes both subcircuits. This is equivalent to
multiplying the on-time equations by the duty ratio d and the off-time equations by
the complement of the duty ratio d′. Resulting average valued state-space model is as
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shown in (2.4).
d 〈iL〉
dt
=
d 〈uC〉
L
− 〈uo〉
L
d 〈uC〉
dt
=
〈iin〉
C
− d 〈iL〉
C
(2.4)
〈uin〉 = 〈uC〉
〈io〉 = 〈iL〉
It can be immediately seen that the resulting model is nonlinear due to terms d 〈uC〉
and d 〈iL〉. This model can be used for simulation purposes, although it does not
contain information about the switching ripple. However, the averaged model becomes
useful in the following analysis, because the steady-state operating point needed for
the linearization step can be solved from it.
2.3 Linearized state-space model
In order to use mathematical tools, such as Laplace transformation, the averaged non-
linear model derived above needs to be linearized. The linearization can be done as
in [14], by denoting the average values of (2.4) by a constant dc value summed with a
small ac-perturbation. However, in control engineering it is customary to linearize non-
linear equations with first-order partial derivatives at a desired operating point[17]. The
steady-state operating point can be solved from the averaged model (2.4) by noticing
that the differential terms equal to zero at steady state.
As an example, the equation f = d 〈uC〉 /L can be linearized by first treating the
duty ratio as a constant and solving the derivative in respect to capacitor voltage and
then considering the capacitor voltage as a constant and solving the derivate in respect
to duty ratio. Resulting first-order partial derivatives are shown in (2.5), where D and
UC are the steady-state values for duty ratio and capacitor voltage obtained from the
averaged model.
∂fuˆC
∂ 〈uC〉 =
D
L
∂fdˆ
∂d
=
UC
L
(2.5)
Solving the steady-state values for capacitor voltage and inductor current and lin-
earizing (2.4) gives a linearized state-space representation as shown in (2.6).
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diˆL
dt
=
D
L
uˆC − 1
L
uˆo +
Uin
L
dˆ
duˆC
dt
= −D
C
iˆL +
1
C
iˆin − Iin
DC
dˆ (2.6)
uˆin = uˆC
iˆo = iˆL
The linearized state-space model can be presented in a matrix form by


diˆL
dt
duˆC
dt

 =


0
D
L
−D
C
0


[
iˆL
uˆC
]
+


0 − 1
L
Uin
L
1
C
0 − Iin
DC




iˆin
uˆo
dˆ

 , (2.7)
[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=
[
0 1
1 0
][
iˆL
uˆC
]
+
[
0 0 0
0 0 0
]
iˆin
uˆo
dˆ

 . (2.8)
This corresponds to the well-known state-space representation presented in (2.9).
The output variables Y can be solved as a function of the input variables U by trans-
forming equations to Laplace domain and solving the mappings from the input variables
to the output variables, which gives (2.10).
x˙ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du (2.9)
Y = C
[
(sI−A)−1B+D]U = GHU (2.10)
The obtained matrix GH contains transfer functions describing the dynamics of the
converter at open loop. Transfer function set for the example converter is shown in
(2.11).
[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=
[
Zin−o Toi−o Gci−o
Gio−o −Yo−o Gco−o
]
iˆin
uˆo
dˆ

 (2.11)
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According to (2.11), the converter can be modeled as a linear two port system [18].
The input port is modeled as a series connection of two dependent voltage sources
and an input impedance, while the output port is modeled as a parallel connection
of two dependent current sources and an output admittance. The minus sign in the
second row of (2.11) is required since the current flowing out of the converter is defined
positive. The hat over the variables denote that they represent small-signal variations
around the steady-state operating point. Resulting two-port model is given in Fig. 2.4.
io-o in
ˆG i o-oY
+
-
inuˆ
in-oZ
co-o
ˆG d
oiˆ
iniˆ
ouˆ
oi-o o
ˆT u
ci-o
ˆG d
dˆ
Figure 2.4: Linear small-signal model of a current-fed converter.
Control block diagram is another useful representation which can be derived from
(2.11). From the control block diagram, closed-loop transfer functions can be easily
solved and control loops identified to help with the control system design. Open-loop
block diagrams for input and output dynamics of the example converter are shown in
Fig. 2.5.
in-oZ
oi-oT
ci-oG
inuˆ
iniˆ
ouˆ
dˆ
io-oG
o-oY
co-oG
inuˆ
iniˆ
ouˆ
dˆ
a) b)
Figure 2.5: Control block diagrams at open loop for a) input and b) output dynamics.
2.4 Source and load effects
Until now, only ideal source and load systems have been considered. In fact, the real
sources have finite internal impedances. The effects of nonideal source and load can
be included with the help of the two-port model. For source interactions the internal
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impedance of a current source is taken into account and the source is modeled as a
Norton equivalent circuit as depicted in Fig. 2.6. The current flowing into the power
stage is different from the ideal case, since part of it flows through the branch containing
source admittance YS.
io-o in
ˆG i o-oY
+
-
inuˆ
in-oZ
co-o
ˆG d
oiˆ
inSiˆ ouˆ
oi-o o
ˆT u
ci-o
ˆG dSY
iniˆ
dˆ
Figure 2.6: Linear small-signal model with a non-ideal source.
According to KVL, the input current of the power stage can be solved from Fig.
2.6, by first transforming the non-ideal source to a Thevenin equivalent circuit. This
results in a new presentation for the input current (2.12), which can be inserted to the
matrix (2.11). The resulting source-affected input- and output dynamics are as shown
in (2.13).
iˆin =
1
1 + Zin−oYS
iˆinS − Toi−oYS
1 + Zin−oYS
uˆo − Gci−oYS
1 + Zin−oYS
dˆ (2.12)
[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=


Zin−o
1 + YSZin−o
Toi−o
1 + YSZin−o
Gci−o
1 + YSZin−o
Gio−o
1 + YSZin−o
−1 + YSZin−oco
1 + YSZin−o
Yo−o
1 + YSZin−∞
1 + YSZin−o
Gco−o




iˆinS
uˆo
dˆ

 (2.13)
where,
Zin−oco = Zin−o +
Gio−oToi−o
Yo−o
and
Zin−∞ = Zin−o − Gio−oGci−o
Gco−o
are open-circuit and ideal input impedances.
The effect of a non-ideal load can be considered by including the internal impedance
of the load voltage to the two-port model as shown in Fig. 2.7. The load is transformed
to a Norton equivalent circuit and the resulting power stage output voltage (2.14) is
then inserted to (2.11). The load-affected transfer functions are presented in (2.15).
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io-o in
ˆG i o-oY
+
-
inuˆ
in-oZ
co-o
ˆG d
oiˆ
iniˆ
oi-o o
ˆT u
ci-o
ˆG d
dˆ
+
-
ouˆ
LZ
oLuˆ
Figure 2.7: Linear small-signal model with a non-ideal load.
uˆo =
1
1 + ZLYo−o
uˆoL +
ZLGio−o
1 + ZLYo−o
iˆin +
ZLGco−o
1 + ZLYo−o
dˆ (2.14)
[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=


1 + ZLYo−sci
1 + ZLYo−o
Zin−o
Toi−o
1 + ZLYo−o
1 + ZLYo−∞
1 + ZLYo−o
Gci−o
Gio−o
1 + ZLYo−o
− Yo−o
1 + ZLYo−o
Gco−o
1 + ZLYo−o




iˆin
uˆoL
dˆ

 (2.15)
where,
Yo−sci = Yo−o +
Gio−oToi−o
Zin−o
and
Yo−∞ = Yo−o +
Toi−oGco−o
Gci−o
are short-circuit and ideal output admittances.
The above-mentioned interactions are only valid for current-to-current converters.
Derivation of proper source- and load-affected transfer functions for different conversion
schemes is however quite trivial based on the same principles as above and is not
discussed here.
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3. SPACE-VECTOR THEORY
Space-vector theory was developed originally as a tool to analyze transient states in
electrical machines. A three-phase system can be described with a complex time-
dependent space-vector and its zero component. The space-vector of any three-phase
system and its zero component are defined as in (3.1) and (3.2) [19].
x(t) =
2
3
(
xa(t) + axb(t) + a
2xc(t)
)
(3.1)
xz(t) =
1
3
(xa(t) + xb(t) + xc(t)) , (3.2)
where
a = ej2pi/3 = −1
2
+ j
√
3
2
(3.3)
The coefficient 2/3 produces a space-vector which has the same lenght as the am-
plitude of a phase-variable in a balanced three-phase system. The power of the trans-
formed system is as shown in (3.4) [20]. This type of transformation is also called an
amplitude invariant transformation.
p =
3
2
Re {u i∗} (3.4)
Another widely used transformation is the power invariant version, in which the
factor 2/3 is replaced with its square root
√
2/3. In the power invariant version,
the power of the three-phase system is the voltage space-vector multiplied with the
current space-vector complex conjugate. In this type of transformation, the lenght of
the space-vector is not anymore equal to the phase-variable amplitude. The power
invariant space-vector transformation will not be discussed here, because in this work
the amplitude invariant version is used.
Applying space-vector transformation (3.1) to a three-phase system results in a
vector consisting of two components in a stationary α-β -reference frame, in which
the vector rotates at the fundamental grid frequency ωs as shown in Fig. 3.1. A
symmetrical and balanced three-phase system has no zero component.
Transformation of three-phase variables to a stationary reference frame can be done
directly by using Clarke’s transformation matrix as presented in (3.5).


xα
xβ
xz

 = 2
3


1 −1/2 −1/2
0
√
3/2 −√3/2
1/2 1/2 1/2




xa
xb
xc

 (3.5)
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( )x t
( )αx t
( )βx t
Re,α-axis
Im,β-axis
j
sw
Figure 3.1: Space-vector in a stationary reference frame.
The space-vector in a stationary frame can be transformed back to three-phase
variables, if the zero component is known, by using inverse Clarke’s transformation
matrix (3.6).

 xaxb
xc

 =


1 −0 1
−1/2 √3/2 1
−1/2 −√3/2 1




xα
xβ
xz

 (3.6)
As previously mentioned, the Clarke’s transformation produces a space-vector which
rotates in a stationary reference frame with angular frequency ωs. The space-vector can
be transformed to a synchronous reference frame which rotates at the same frequency
as the space-vector by applying (3.7).
xs = |x| ej(ϕ−θs) = |x| ejϕe−jθs = xe−jθs = xe−jωst, (3.7)
where x is the original space-vector in the stationary reference frame and xs is the
space-vector in the synchoronous reference frame. The resulting space-vector has only
dc-valued components, if the frame is rotating with grid frequency and symmetrical
grid voltages are assumed. The synchronous reference frame is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
The real axis of the rotating frame is called direct (d) and the imaginary axis is called
quadrature (q) axis.
Backward transformation from synchronous frame to stationary frame can be done
as in (3.8).
x = xsejωst, (3.8)
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Figure 3.2: Space-vector in a synchronous reference frame.
Transformation from variables in stationary frame to synchronous frame can be
given in a matrix form as presented in (3.9). The inverse transformation transforms
the variables back to the stationary frame and is as shown in (3.10).


xd
xq
xz

 =


cosθs sinθs 0
−sinθs cosθs 0
0 0 1




xα
xβ
xz

 (3.9)


xα
xβ
xz

 =

 cosθs −sinθs 0sinθs cosθs 0
0 0 1




xd
xq
xz

 (3.10)
Space-vector transformation can be done directly from the three-phase variables to
synchronous frame with Park’s tranformation matrix (3.11). The inverse transforma-
tion back to three-phase variables can be done with (3.12).


xd
xq
xz

 = 2
3


cosθs cos (θs − 2pi/3) cos (θs − 4pi/3)
−sinθs −sin (θs − 2pi/3) −sin (θs − 4pi/3)
1/2 1/2 1/2



 xaxb
xc

 (3.11)


xa
xb
xc

 =


cosθs −sinθs 1
cos (θs − 2pi/3) −sin (θs − 2pi/3) 1
cos (θs − 4pi/3) −sin (θs − 4pi/3) 1




xd
xq
xz

 (3.12)
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4. SMALL-SIGNAL MODELLING OF
THREE-PHASE INVERTERS
Small-signal modeling is straightforward in the case of dc-dc converters. Modeling pro-
cedure requires that the small-signal model is linearized at a steady-state operating
point. However, the voltages and currents on the ac-side of a three-phase inverter are
sinusoidal and therefore a steady-state operating point does not exist. Thus conven-
tional small-signal modeling presented in Chapter 2 cannot be directly applied.
There is a great deal of articles dealing with inverter modeling in the literature. The
most widely reported modeling procedure is to perform the analysis in the synchronous
reference frame [21]. Transforming the symmetrical and balanced three-phase variables
into the synchronous reference frame results in a presentation where only dc-valued
variables are present.
A small-signal model for a two-level three-phase inverter is derived in this chapter
based on the small-signal modeling presented in Chapter 2 and the space-vector theory
discussed in Chapter 3.
4.1 Three-phase inverter
A conventional two-level three-phase inverter, usually called as a voltage sourced in-
verter (VSI) in the literature, is depicted in Fig 4.1.
+
-
dcC
inu
Cr
P
N
Au
Bu
Cu
A
B
C
Piini
Ci
Figure 4.1: Voltage source inverter as usually depicted in the literature.
The inverter produces its grid side voltages by switching between different switching
states. Each terminal (A,B,C) can be connected to either the positive or negative dc-
rail. Switching states are restricted to eight different cases to avoid short circuiting
the dc-side capacitor, i.e. both switches on the same inverter leg can never be turned
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on simultaneously. Each switching state can be presented in a space-vector form by
applying definitions (3.1) and (3.2). The allowed switching vectors are shown in Table
4.1, where ’+’ denotes that the output terminal is connected to the positive and ’−’ to
the negative dc-rail. Zero output voltage vector can be formed by connecting all three
phases to the same potential, either negative or positive dc-rail. Resulting switching
vectors without the zero components are depicted in Fig. 4.2.
Table 4.1: Switching vectors of a three-phase two-level inverter.
Switching state uA uB uC uα/uin uβ/uin
u0− − − − 0 0
u1 + − − +2/3 0
u2 + + − +1/3 +
√
3/3
u3 − + − −1/3 +
√
3/3
u4 − + + −2/3 0
u5 − − + −1/3 −
√
3/3
u6 + − + +1/3 −
√
3/3
u0+ + + + 0 0
Re
Im
u1
u2u3
u4
u5 u6
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
uref
u
u
0+
0-
Figure 4.2: Space vectors produced by a two-level three-phase inverter.
Two most used modulation methods for three-phase two-level inverters are space-
vector and carrier-based pulse-width modulation. In space-vector modulation, the
three-phase reference voltages are first transformed into a single complex valued space-
vector, which is shown in Fig 4.2 and denoted by uref . The output-voltage vector is
produced by averaging the switching times of the two nearest switching vectors and
both zero vectors over one switching period. On the average, the grid-side voltages
follow the space-vector transformed reference voltage.
In case of Fig. 4.2, the resulting output voltage vector of the inverter would be
uref ≈ uo = d1u1 + d2u2 +
d0
2
u0+ +
d0
2
u0−, (4.1)
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where d1 is the duty ratio for the switch-state u1 and d2 for the u2. The remaining
time is divided between the two zero states. Their total duty ratio is denoted by d0.
In the carrier-based PWM method, three sinusoidal reference voltages phase-shifted
by 120 ◦ [22], are compared with a sawtooth waveform as shown in Fig. 4.3. When the
reference is greater than sawtooth, the phase is connected to the positive dc-rail and
vice versa. The frequency of the sawtooth waveform is in reality much higher than in
the figure, several kilohertz in real applications. The voltages at the inverter output
terminals follow the reference voltages on average. The higher the sawtooth frequency,
the smaller is the current ripple and smaller inductors can be used. In this thesis the
PWM method for the three-phase inverter is assumed.
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Figure 4.3: Voltage waveforms related to carrier-based pulse-width modulation method for
a three-phase two-level inverter.
4.2 Control of a three-phase inverter
A cascaded control structure is usually implemented in photovoltaic interfacing con-
verters [23]. Some approaches use measured input and output powers to calculate
the output current reference, such as [24]. Maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
is usually realized by controlling the generator voltage rather than the current. This
is because the voltage changes slowly along with the ambient temperature but the
current can change rapidly when irradiation changes [25]. The control system can be
implemented in a synchronous reference frame, which rotates with the same angular
frequency as the grid fundamental component. In the synchronous reference frame, si-
nusoidal three-phase signals become dc-valued variables and errors can be compensated
using simple PI control structures. A control system implemented in a synchronous
reference frame is depicted in Fig. 4.4. q-component of the reference current is usually
set to zero to achieve unity power factor.
The outer loop is responsible for the input voltage control which is necessary in
order to operate the panel at its maximum power point (MPP). The inner loop controls
the output current to be in phase with the grid voltage to reach unity power factor.
Output voltage feedforward and decoupling terms are usually included to compensate
the dependence of d- and q-variables of each other [26] but are omitted in this thesis.
Phase-locked loop (PLL) is used to extract the phase angle from the grid voltage which
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Figure 4.4: Control system implemented in the synchronous reference frame using PI con-
trollers.
is needed for the dq-transformation. Modulation can be implemented by transforming
the reference vector from synchronous frame to the three-phase variables and using
conventional PWM, or it can be fed directly to a space vector modulator (SVM PWM).
It has to be noted that the control signal of the voltage controller must be inverted by
multiplying it with -1. This is equivalent to connecting the input voltage reference value
to the negative side and measurement to the positive side of the summer, as depicted
in Fig. 4.4. It can be understood by considering the input capacitor in Fig. 4.1 when
the input is a current source, such as a PV panel: the voltage of the capacitor depends
on the current flowing into it according to basic circuit analysis. Thus increasing the
output current reference leads to reduction of the capacitor voltage, because the input
current is determined by the panel. On the other hand, reducing the output current
reference makes more of the input current flow into the capacitor and causes its voltage
to rise.
4.3 Averaged model in the synchronous reference frame
The power stage of a conventional three-phase inverter usually adopted in photovoltaic
applications is depicted in Fig 4.5. The input terminal is connected to a current source
due to physical nature of a PV genrator. The output terminals are connected to an
ideal three-phase grid modeled with three ac-voltage sources, phase-shifted by 120◦.
Some current filtering is needed to comply with the grid current reguirements. There
exists a great deal of different standards for grid-connected PV systems. To date no
unified standard exist but propably the most used standard is IEEE 929-2000 [27].
Two most used techniques for current filtering are to implement sufficient amount of
inductance on the grid side or use an LCL-filter. In this thesis a balanced three-phase
inductor is used as a grid current filter but the modeling can be done also when an
LCL-filter is used.
The average voltage in respect to dc-side negative rail of any output terminal de-
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Figure 4.5: Power stage of a three-phase two-level inverter.
pends on the duty ratio of the upper switch di, where i = A,B,C. Equations for
average voltages over the inductors (4.2)-(4.4) are obtained by using KVL and taking
into account the inverter common-mode voltage unN.
〈uLa〉 = dA 〈uin〉 −R1 〈iLa〉 − 〈uan〉 − 〈unN〉 (4.2)
〈uLb〉 = dB 〈uin〉 −R1 〈iLb〉 − 〈ubn〉 − 〈unN〉 (4.3)
〈uLc〉 = dC 〈uin〉 −R1 〈iLc〉 − 〈ucn〉 − 〈unN〉 , (4.4)
where R1 is the total resistance along the current path. The switches are assumed
to have equal parasitic resistances. The same assumption is made for the grid-side
inductors.
According to KCL, the dc-side capacitor is supplied by the current flowing from the
input source and loaded by the current flowing to the output terminals depending on
the switching state. The average current flowing to the grid iP depends on the duty
cycle of the upper switches and is the sum of phase currents. Dc-side voltage is the
sum of capacitor voltage and the voltage over its parasitic resistance rC. Resulting
equations for capacitor current and dc-side voltage are presented in (4.5) and (4.6).
〈iC〉 = −dA 〈iLa〉 − dB 〈iLb〉 − dC 〈iLc〉+ 〈iin〉 (4.5)
〈uin〉 = −dArC 〈iLa〉 − dBrC 〈iLb〉 − dCrC 〈iLc〉+ 〈uC〉+ rC 〈iin〉 (4.6)
Inductor voltage equation (4.2) can be multiplied by 2
3
ej0, (4.3) by 2
3
ej
2pi
3 and (4.4) by
2
3
ej
4pi
3 . Summing these three equations together results in an equation that is equivalent
to a space-vector representation of the inductor voltages (4.7).
〈uL〉 = d 〈uin〉 −R1 〈iL〉 − 〈uo〉 , (4.7)
where
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d =
2
3
(
dAe
j0 + dBe
j 2pi
3 + dCe
j 4pi
3
)
, (4.8)
〈iL〉 =
2
3
(
〈iLa〉 ej0 + 〈iLb〉 ej 2pi3 + 〈iLc〉 ej 4pi3
)
, (4.9)
〈uo〉 =
2
3
(
〈uan〉 ej0 + 〈ubn〉 ej 2pi3 + 〈ucn〉 ej 4pi3
)
. (4.10)
The common-mode voltage disappears, since the averaged duty ratios are continous
and balanced and 2
3
(
ej0 + ej
2pi
3 + ej
4pi
3
)
equals zero. Equation (4.7) can be transformed
to the synchronous reference frame by using (3.8) as done in (4.11).
d
(〈isL〉 ejωst)
dt
=
1
L
ds 〈uin〉 ejωst − R1
L
〈isL〉 ejωst −
1
L
〈uso〉 ejωst
d 〈isL〉
dt
= −
(
jωs +
R1
L
)
〈isL〉+
1
L
ds 〈uin〉 − 1
L
〈uso〉 , (4.11)
where superscript s denotes that the variable is in the synchronous reference frame.
The term −jωs 〈isL〉, which appears in the coordinate transformation, accounts for the
cross-coupling between the d- and q- components of the current.
The capacitor current d- and q-components can be solved by using the inverse
Clark’s transformation (3.6) for all three phase currents and duty ratios in (4.5) and
transforming the obtained results to the synchronous reference frame as done in (4.12).
〈iC〉 = −dA 〈iLa〉 − dB 〈iLb〉 − dC 〈iLc〉+ 〈iin〉
= −3
2
Re (d 〈i∗L〉) + 〈iin〉
= −3
2
Re
(
dsejωst
(〈isL〉 ejωst)∗)+ 〈iin〉
= −3
2
Re
(
dsejωst 〈is∗L 〉 e−jωst
)
+ 〈iin〉
= −3
2
Re (ds 〈is∗L 〉) + 〈iin〉
= −3
2
(dd 〈iLd〉+ dq 〈iLq〉) + 〈iin〉 (4.12)
By substituting (4.12) to (4.6), the input voltage can be presented in terms of
dc-quantities and components in the synchronous reference frame as shown in (4.13).
〈uin〉 = −3
2
rCdd 〈iLd〉 − 3
2
rCdq 〈iLq〉+ rC 〈iin〉+ 〈uC〉 (4.13)
Substituting (4.13) to the inductor current differential equation (4.11) and dividing
the current to d- (4.14) and q-components (4.15), results in a representation of deriva-
tives of the current components, which contain only dc-quantities or components in the
synchronous reference frame.
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d 〈iLd〉
dt
= −
(
R1
L
+
3rC
2L
d2d
)
〈iLd〉+
(
ωs − 3rC
2L
dddq
)
〈iLq〉
+
rC
L
dd 〈iin〉+ 1
L
dd 〈uC〉 − 1
L
〈uod〉 (4.14)
d 〈iLq〉
dt
= −
(
ωs +
3rC
2L
dddq
)
〈iLd〉 −
(
R1
L
+
3rC
2L
d2q
)
〈iLq〉
+
rC
L
dq 〈iin〉+ 1
L
dq 〈uC〉 − 1
L
〈uoq〉 (4.15)
The derivative of the capacitor voltage equals the current iC flowing to the capacitor,
as in (4.12), divided by its capacitance C. Derivative of the capacitor voltage is as
shown in (4.16).
d 〈uC〉
dt
= − 3
2C
dd 〈iLd〉 − 3
2C
dq 〈iLq〉+ 1
C
〈iin〉 (4.16)
Equations (4.13)-(4.16) represent the averaged model of the inverter, where the grid
side is transformed to the synchronous reference frame. The steady-state operation
point can now be solved by setting derivative terms to zero and replacing averaged
values with their corresponding steady-state values as explained in Chapter 3. The
grid current q-component steady-state value is assumed to be zero in the following
analysis, because usually unity power factor operation is desired. Thus, only real
power is transferred to the grid. The grid voltage q-component steady-state value is
also zero because an ideal three-phase grid is assumed.
The steady-state value of the output current d-component can be solved from (4.16)
by
ILd =
2Iin
3Dd
. (4.17)
The current d-component steady-state value can be substituted to (4.13) and the
steady-state value for the capacitor voltage can be given by (4.18)
UC = Uin. (4.18)
Substituting (4.17) and (4.18) to (4.14) yields a second order polynomial for the
d-component of the duty ratio as
UinD
2
d − UodDd −
2R1Iin
3
= 0, (4.19)
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from which the steady-state value of the duty ratio d-component can be solved by
Dd =
Uod +
√
(−Uod)2 + 4Uin
(
2R1Iin
3
)
2Uin
. (4.20)
Similarly, the q-component of the duty ratio can be solved from (4.15) by
Dq =
2ωsLIin
3DdUin
. (4.21)
4.4 Linearized state-space model in the synchronous reference frame
Equations (4.13),(4.14),(4.15) and (4.16) represent the averaged model of the converter.
This nonlinear model can be linearized at a desired operation point by taking first order
derivatives in respect to input and state variables and denoting all variables with their
steady-state values as presented above and denoting ILq = 0. The resulting linearized
small-signal model is as shown in (4.22) - (4.27).
diˆLd
dt
= −
(
R1
L
+
3rC
2L
D2d
)
iˆLd +
(
ωs − rCωsIin
Uin
)
iˆLq +
Dd
L
uˆC
+
rCDd
L
iˆin − 1
L
uˆod +
Uin − rCIin
L
dˆd (4.22)
diˆLq
dt
= −
(
ωs +
rCωsIin
Uin
)
iˆLd −
(
R1
L
+
3rC
2L
D2q
)
iˆLq +
Dq
L
uˆC
+
rCDq
L
iˆin − 1
L
uˆoq − rCDqIin
DdL
dˆd +
Uin
L
dˆq (4.23)
duˆC
dt
= −3Dd
2C
iˆLd − 3Dq
2C
iˆLq +
1
C
iˆin − Iin
DdC
dˆd (4.24)
uˆin = −3DdrC
2
iˆLd − 3DqrC
2
iˆLq + uˆC + rCiˆin − rCIin
Dd
dˆd (4.25)
iˆod = iˆLd (4.26)
iˆoq = iˆLq (4.27)
The linearized state-space model can be presented in matrix form yielding (4.28)
and (4.29).
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

diˆLd
dt
diˆLq
dt
duˆC
dt

 =


− (R1
L
+ 3rC
2L
D2d
) (
ωs − rCωsIinUin
)
Dd
L
−
(
ωs +
rCωsIin
Uin
)
− (R1
L
+ 3rC
2L
D2q
) Dq
L
−3Dd
2C
−3Dq
2C
0




iˆLd
iˆLq
uˆC


+


rCDd
L
− 1
L
0 Uin−rCIin
L
0
rCDq
L
0 − 1
L
− rCDqIin
DdL
Uin
L
1
C
0 0 − Iin
DdC
0




iˆin
uˆod
uˆoq
dˆd
dˆq


(4.28)


uˆin
iˆod
iˆoq

 =

 −
3DdrC
2
−3DqrC
2
1
1 0 0
0 1 0




iˆLd
iˆLq
uˆC


+


rC 0 0 − rCIinDd 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




iˆin
uˆod
uˆoq
dˆd
dˆq


(4.29)
The obtained matrix presentation is next transformed to Laplace domain and map-
pings from input variables to output variables are solved according to (2.10). This
gives a matrix containing small-signal transfer functions that describe the dynamics of
the inverter input, d and q-channels (4.30) at open loop.


uˆin
iˆod
iˆoq

 =


Zin Toi−d Toi−q Gci−d Gci−q
Gio−d −Yo−d Gcr−qd Gco−d Gco−qd
Gio−q Gcr−dq −Yo−q Gco−dq Gco−q




iˆin
uˆod
uˆoq
dˆd
dˆq


(4.30)
The transfer functions for the three-phase two-level inverter at open loop when
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parasitic components are omitted, are presented in (4.31) - (4.45).
∆Zin =
1
C
(
s2 + ω2s
)
(4.31)
∆Toi−d =
3Dd
2CL
(
s− Dq
Dd
ωs
)
(4.32)
∆Toi−q =
3Dq
2CL
(
s+
Dd
Dq
ωs
)
(4.33)
∆Gci−d = − Iin
DdC
s
(
s+
3D2dUin
2LIin
)
(4.34)
∆Gci−q = −ωsIin
DdC
(
s+
3D2dUin
2LIin
)
(4.35)
∆Gio−d =
Dd
LC
(
s+
Dq
Dd
ωs
)
(4.36)
∆Yo−d =
1
L
(
s2 +
3D2q
2LC
)
(4.37)
∆Gcr−qd = −ωs
L
(
s− 3DdDq
2ωsLC
)
(4.38)
∆Gco−d =
Uin
L
s
(
s− Iin
CUin
)
(4.39)
∆Gco−qd =
Uinωs
L
(
s− Iin
CUin
)
(4.40)
∆Gio−q =
Dq
LC
(
s− Dd
Dq
ωs
)
(4.41)
∆Gcr−dq =
ωs
L
(
s+
Iin
CUin
)
(4.42)
∆Yo−q =
1
L
(
s2 +
3D2d
2LC
)
(4.43)
∆Gco−dq = − 1
L
s
(
Uinωs +
DqIin
DdC
)
(4.44)
∆Gco−q =
Uin
L
(
s2 +
3D2d
2LC
)
(4.45)
∆ = s
(
s2 +
3
(
D2d +D
2
q
)
2LC
+ ω2s
)
(4.46)
From (4.30), a linear network model can be constructed as depicted in Fig. 4.6.
The system has two output channels, which are coupled by transfer functions Gcr−qd,
Gco−qd, Gcr−dq and Gco−dq.
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Figure 4.6: A linear network model for a two-level three-phase inverter.
A small-signal model of a two-level three-phase inverter under symmetrical and
balanced grid conditions produces fifteen different transfer functions. In addition the
resulting two output channels are coupled by their duty ratios and output voltages.
Control block diagram of a cascaded control system implemented in a photovoltaic
interfacing inverter is shown in Fig. 4.7. The decoupling has been omitted, but in case
they were included, the diagram would be even more complicated.
It is evident from the figure that solving the closed-loop transfer function is demand-
ing at the very least. However, a control block diagram can be used to find transfer
functions, in which the controllers can be tuned.
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Figure 4.7: Control block diagram of a three-phase two-level inverter dq-model.
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5. DYNAMICS OF A DC-EQUIVALENT
CONVERTER
The small-signal representation of the two-level three-phase inverter in the synchronous
reference frame connected to a symmetrical and balanced grid, produces fifteen different
transfer functions. As stated above, the closed-loop transfer functions can not be easily
solved due to cross-coupling between the d and q-channels. One way of reducing the
complexity is to approximate the three-phase inverter with a reduced-order model. In
[28] and [29], the three-phase inverter is transformed into a dc-equivalent circuit by
replacing the inverter switches with modified transformers. It is also stated in [28]
that the reduced order model can be constructed by ignoring the q-channel dynamics,
because the d-channel accounts for the real power transfer, thus dominating the system
dynamics.
A grid-tied PV interfacing inverter is usually operated at unity power factor, since its
primary purpose is to feed real power to the utility grid. It is reasonable to assume that
the current q-component is zero. In the previous analysis, balanced and symmetrical
grid voltages were also assumed. When the q-channel dynamics are omitted and the
cross-coupling effects between d and q-channels are weak, the three-phase inverter
network model is simplified to contain only six transfer functions as depicted in Fig.
5.1. By inspection, this is exactly the same two-port model that was presented in
Chapter 3 for the current-fed converter.
io-d in
ˆG i o-dY
+
-
inuˆ
in-oZ
co-d d
ˆG d
oiˆ
iniˆ
oduˆ
oi-d o
ˆT u
ci-d
ˆG d
dˆ
Figure 5.1: The simplified two-port model when dynamics associated to the q-channel are
omitted.
The power stage of the resulting converter is shown in Fig. 5.2 with parasitics. In the
following, this topology will be called as a dc-equivalent converter. The upper switch
of the converter sw1 conducts during the on-time, which means that its conduction
time is proportional to the duty ratio d, and the lower switch is conducting during
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off-time, thus its conduction time is proportional to the complement of the duty ratio
d′. Current sensing resistors Rs1 and Rs2 are also included in the diagram, because
they were included in the prototype converter which will be studied later.
+
-
ini
Ci
oi
inu
ou
Cr
1sw
2sw
C
L
Li
Lr
s2Rs1R
Figure 5.2: Power stage of the dc-equivalent converter.
5.1 Open-loop transfer functions
The procedure to obtain the transfer functions for the dc-equivalent converter is exactly
the same as discussed in Chapter 3. The converter is assumed to operate in CCM. rds1
and rds2 are the parasitic resistances of switches sw1 and sw2. Resulting two subcircuits
with parasitic elements and current sensing resistors are shown in Fig. 5.3.
Lr+
-
ini
Ci
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inu
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C
L
Li
s2Rs1R
ds1r +
-
ini
Ci
oi
inu
ou
Cr
C
L
Li
Lr
s2Rs1R
ds2r
a) b)
Figure 5.3: a) On-time and b) off-time subcircuit of the dc-equivalent converter.
Time derivative of the input capacitor voltage can be extracted by KCL and the
time derivative of the inductor current by KVL. The input variables are the input
current and the output voltage and the output variables are the input voltage and the
output current. State variables are selected as the inductor current and the capacitor
voltage. Time derivatives of the state variables and the output variables for on- and
off-time subcircuits are presented in (5.1) and (5.2) as functions of the state and the
input variables.
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On-time equations:
diL,on
dt
= −(rC + rds1 + rL +Rs2)
L
iL +
1
L
uC +
rC
L
iin − 1
L
uo
duC,on
dt
= − 1
C
iL +
1
C
iin (5.1)
uin,on = −rCiL + uC + (rC +Rs1) iin
io,on = iL
Off-time equations:
diL,off
dt
= −(rL + rds2 +Rs2)
L
iL − 1
L
uo
duC,off
dt
=
1
C
iin (5.2)
uin,off = uC + (rC +Rs1) iin
io,off = iL
Converter behavior can be averaged over one switching period by multiplying the
on-time equations by the duty ratio d and the off-time equations by the complement
of the duty ratio d′ and summing the resulting equations together. This yields an
averaged model as presented in (5.3).
d 〈iL〉
dt
= −(d (rC + rds1) + rL + d
′rds2 +Rs2)
L
〈iL〉+ d
L
〈uC〉+ drC
L
〈iin〉 − 1
L
〈uo〉
d 〈uC〉
dt
= − d
C
〈iL〉+ 1
C
〈iin〉
〈uin〉 = −drC 〈iL〉+ 〈uC〉+ (rC +Rs1) 〈iin〉
〈io〉 = 〈iL〉 (5.3)
The steady-state operating point can be solved from (5.3) by setting derivative
terms to zero. These are shown in (5.4) and (5.5) for the capacitor voltage and the
inductor current. Second order polynomial is obtained for the duty cycle steady-state
value, which can be solved as in (5.6).
IL =
Iin
D
(5.4)
UC = Uin −Rs1Iin (5.5)
D =
−b+√b2 − 4ac
2a
, (5.6)
where the coefficients for the second order polynomial are
a = Uin + Iin (rC −Rs1)
b = (rds2 − rC − rds1) Iin − Uo
c = − (rL + rds2 +Rs2) Iin
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Linearized small-signal model can be produced from (5.3) by introducing first or-
der partial derivatives with respect to all variables. This yields a linearized small-
signal model as presented in (5.7) where the hat over a variable denotes a small ac-
perturbation around the operating point.
diˆL
dt
= −Req
L
iˆL +
D
L
uˆC +
DrC
L
iˆin − 1
L
uˆo +
Ueq
L
dˆ
duˆC
dt
= −D
C
iˆL +
1
C
iˆin − Iin
DC
dˆ
uˆin = −DrCiˆL + uˆC + (rC +Rs1) iˆin − rCIin
D
dˆ (5.7)
iˆo = iˆL
where
Req = D (rC + rds1) + rL +Rs2 +D
′rds2
Ueq =
− (rC + rds1 − rds2) Iin
D
+ Uin + Iin (rC −Rs1)
The linearized small-signal model of (5.7) can be presented in a matrix form as in
(5.8) and the dynamic profile of the converter solved by using (2.10). This yields a set of
transfer functions describing the small-signal relations between the input- and output
variables of the converter as presented in (5.9). Transfer functions from input to output
variables of the dc-equivalent converter, when parasitics and current sensing resistors
are neglected, are presented in (5.10) - (5.15). ∆ is the characteristic polynomial of the
converter.

 diˆLdt
duˆC
dt

 =
[
−Req
L
D
L
−D
C
0
][
iˆL
uˆC
]
+

 DrCL − 1L UeqL
1
C
0 − Iin
DC




iˆin
uˆo
dˆ


[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=
[
−DrC 1
1 0
][
iˆL
uˆC
]
+
[
(rC +Rs1) 0 − rCIinD
0 0 0
]
iˆin
uˆo
dˆ

 (5.8)
[
uˆin
iˆo
]
=
[
Zin−o Toi−o Gci−o
Gio−o −Yo−o Gco−o
]
iˆin
uˆo
dˆ

 (5.9)
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∆Zin−o =
s
C
(5.10)
∆Toi−o =
D
LC
(5.11)
∆Gci−o = − Iin
DC
(
s+
D2Uin
LIin
)
(5.12)
∆Gio−o =
D
LC
(5.13)
∆Yo−o =
s
L
(5.14)
∆Gco−o =
Uin
L
(
s− Iin
CUin
)
(5.15)
∆ = s2 +
D2
LC
(5.16)
Transfer functions of the dc-equivalent converter can be compared with those repre-
senting the d-channel and input dynamics of the three-phase two-level inverter shown
in (4.31)-(4.45). The coefficients of these two models are quite similar, with a scaling
factor 3/2 appearing in the inverter dq-model transfer functions introduced by the use
of the space-vector transformation. In addition, the grid angular frequency ωs and
the duty ratio q-component are not present in transfer functions of the dc-equivalent
converter. The order of the transfer functions is reduced to two. It is noticeable that
the RHP-zero is exactly at the same angular frequency Iin/CUin in both of the models.
As mentioned previously in Chapter 2, two different space-vector transformations
exists, namely power- and amplitude invariant versions. The transformation used in
this thesis is the amplitude invariant version. Before the two models can be compared,
their power levels need to be scaled to be equal. In other words, the output voltage of
the dc-equivalent circuit needs to be scaled.
According to [30], the real power in an amplitude invariant space-vector transformed
three-phase system is
p =
3
2
Re {u i∗} , (5.17)
where i∗ denotes a complex conjugate of the current vector.
The average output power in the synchronous reference frame can be presented as
in (5.18). Noticing that the current and voltage q-components are zero and setting
the output powers of the inverter model in the synchronous reference frame and the
dc-equivalent converter equal, yields a new presentation for the output voltage of the
dc-equivalent converter as shown in (5.19):
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Po =
3
2
Re
{
Uo Io
∗
)
=
3
2
(UodIod + UoqIoq} = 3
2
UodIod (5.18)
⇒ 3
2
UodIod = IoUo
3
2
Uod
2Iin
3Dd
=
Iin
D
Uo
⇒ Uo = D
Dd
Uod (5.19)
The duty ratio can be solved by inserting (5.19) to the averaged model of the dc-
equivalent converter (5.3). The value of the duty ratio in the dc-equivalent model
depends now on the output voltage of the d-channel Uod and the direct component
of the duty ratio Dd rather than on the original output voltage Uo. The obtained
representation for the dc-model duty ratio is as shown in (5.20). The subscript ’d’
denotes, that the coefficients depend on the d -channel steady state values.
D =
−bd +
√
b2d − 4adcd
2ad
, (5.20)
where the coefficients are
ad = Uin − Uod
Dd
+ (rC −Rs1) Iin
bd = − (rC + rds1 − rds2) Iin
cd = − (rL + rds2 +Rs2) Iin
The proper output voltage for the dc-equivalent coverter can be solved by inserting
the duty ratio of (5.20) to (5.19), which gives the relation between the two models.
Transfer functions resulting from the inverter model in the synchronous reference
frame and the dc-equivalent converter were plotted and compared using MATLAB
software package. Parasitic resistances were included in both of the models and the
voltage of the dc-equivalent converter was scaled, according to (5.19), to match the
power levels in both systems. Input current sensing resistor was neglected, because
it was not included in the inverter model. Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 show how the input
impedances and d-channel output admittances of the three-phase inverter and the dc-
equivalent converter correlate1.
According to the results so far, the dc-equivalent converter can be used with good
accuracy to model the inverter d-channel- and input dynamics of the three-phase in-
verter.
1For reducing the pages, the rest of the results are collected in Appendix A.
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Figure 5.4: Estimated input impedances from inverter dq-model (dotted line) and the
dc-equivalent model (solid line).
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Figure 5.5: Estimated output admittances from inverter d-channel (dotted line) and the
dc-equivalent model (solid line).
5.2 Closed-loop transfer functions
Input and output dynamics of the dc-equivalent model can be extracted from (5.9) and
written as in (5.21) and (5.22). From these a control block diagram can be constructed
when a cascaded control system is used, as shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7.
uˆin = Zin−oiˆin + Toi−ouˆo +Gci−odˆ (5.21)
iˆo = Gio−oiˆin − Yo−ouˆo +Gco−odˆ (5.22)
Since the converter is used to model the dynamics of the three-phase inverter, a
cascaded control structure is implemented as discussed in Chapter 4. The outer loop
controls the input voltage and produces a reference value for the inner output current
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Figure 5.6: Input dynamics control block diagram of a dc-equivalent converter with a cas-
caded control system.
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Figure 5.7: Ouput dynamics control block diagram of a dc-equivalent converter with a cas-
caded control system.
control loop. The voltage controller of the outer loop is denoted by Gcc and the current
controller of the inner loop by Gca. Sensing gains related to input voltage and output
current are denoted by Ginse and R
out
eq respectively. Ga in the gain related to the pulse
width modulator (PWM). vˆc is the control voltage from the input voltage controller,
which is fed as a reference voltage to the current controller.
The closed-loop transfer functions can be solved from the input and output dynam-
ics control block diagrams. Most convenient way of doing this is to consider at first the
system without the input voltage control. Thus, only the inner output current control
loop is connected as shown in Fig. 5.8. Now the closed-loop transfer functions with
output current control can be solved as shown in (5.23) - (5.28). The superscript ’out’
is used to denote that only the output current control is connected.
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Figure 5.8: a) Input and b) output dynamics control block diagrams of the converter when
the input voltage control is disconnected.
Closed-loop transfer functions with output current control:
Zoutin−c =
Zin−o
1 + Lout
+
Lout
1 + Lout
Zin−∞ (5.23)
T outoi−c =
Toi−o
1 + Lout
+
Lout
1 + Lout
Toi−∞ (5.24)
Goutri =
1
Routeq
Lout
1 + Lout
Gci−o
Gco−o
(5.25)
Goutio−c =
Gio−o
1 + Lout
(5.26)
Y outo−c =
Yo−o
1 + Lout
(5.27)
Goutro =
1
Routeq
Lout
1 + Lout
, (5.28)
where
Zin−∞ = Zin−o − Gci−oGio−o
Gco−o
Toi−∞ = Toi−o +
Gci−oYo−o
Gco−o
Lout = R
out
eq GcaGco−oGa
are the ideal input impedance, ideal output-to-input transmittance and the current
control loop gain.
The input voltage control is included by considering the output current controlled
converter as an open-loop system for the voltage control. Resulting control block
diagrams for input- and output dynamics are as depicted in Fig. 5.9. The closed-loop
transfer functions, with both control loops connected, are presented in (5.29) - (5.34).
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Superscript ’out-in’ is used to denote that both loops, the output current and the input
voltage, are connected.
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Figure 5.9: a) Input and b) output dynamics control block diagrams of the converter when
the input voltage control loop is inserted to output current controlled converter.
Closed-loop transfer functions for the converter when both control loops are connected:
Zout−inin−c =
Zin−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) +
Lout
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin)Zin−∞ (5.29)
T out−inoi−c =
Toi−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) +
Lout
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin)Toi−∞ (5.30)
Gout−inri = −
1
Ginse
Lin
1 + Lin
(5.31)
Gout−inio−c =
Gio−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) −
Lin
1− LinGio−∞ (5.32)
Y out−ino−c =
Yo−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) −
Lin
1− LinYo−∞ (5.33)
Gout−inro = −
1
Ginse
Lin
1 + Lin
Gco−o
Gci−o
, (5.34)
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where
Zin−∞ = Zin−o − Gci−oGio−o
Gco−o
Toi−∞ = Toi−o +
Gci−oYo−o
Gco−o
Gio−∞ = Gio−o − Gco−oZin−o
Gci−o
Yo−∞ = Yo−o +
Gco−oToi−o
Gci−o
Lout = R
out
eq GcaGco−oGa
Lin =
Ginse
Routeq
Lout
1 + Lout
Gci−o
Gco−o
Gcc
are the ideal input impedance, ideal output-to-input transmittance, ideal input-to-
output transfer function, ideal output admittance, output current control loop and
input voltage control loop.
It has to be noted that the output current control loop includes RHP-zero due to
Gco−o, which turns into RHP-pole in the input voltage loop when the outer loop is
connected. The input voltage control loop can be simplified to (5.35), where the loop
now has a RHP-pole due to Gco−o. This adds limitations to control design, which will
be discussed later.
Lin =
GinseGcaGaGci−oGcc
1 +Routeq GcaGco−oGa
(5.35)
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6. EFFECT OF PHOTOVOLTAIC GENERATOR ON
CONVERTER DYNAMICS
6.1 Electrical properties of a photovoltaic cell
By physical structure a photovoltaic cell is a pn-junction similar to a diode. A current
is generated at the junction when the cell is exposed to sunlight. The most commonly
used equivalent circuit for a photovoltaic cell is the one-diode version [31] as depicted
in Fig. 6.1.
iph Csh u
irs
rshud
id ishc ish
Figure 6.1: One-diode equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic cell.
Current source iph models the photocurrent created by sunlight, diode models the
properties of the actual pn-junction, rs is a structural resistance of the PV cell, rsh
models leakage current through the pn-junction and capacitor Csh models a parasitic
capacitance of the pn-junction. The value of the parasitic capacitance is small and is
usually neglected to simplify analysis. The resulting current-voltage characteristics of
the PV cell, neglecting the parasitic capacitance, can be presented as shown in (6.1)
[13].
i = iph − io
[
exp
(
u+ rsi
AkT/q
)
− 1
]
− u+ rsi
rsh
, (6.1)
where A is diode ideality factor, k Boltzmann constant, q elementary charge and T
temperature of the pn-junction.
It is obvious that the PV generator, constituting of several cells connected in series
and parallel, is a highly non-linear and non-ideal source [32]. Thus it can not be
modeled with an ideal voltage or current source. A typical current-voltage curve of
a PV cell with output power and operation point dependent dynamic resistance is
depicted in Fig. 6.2.
From Fig. 6.2 it can be seen that the PV cell resembles a current source at the
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Figure 6.2: Terminal characteristics of a typical photovoltaic cell.
voltages below the MPP voltage and a voltage source at the voltages above the MPP
voltage. In this thesis, these regions will be called constant current (CC) region and
constant voltage (CV) region. Between these two regions is a point where the output
power reaches its maximum value. This point is called a maximum power point (MPP)
accordingly.
A PV generator is typically formed by connecting multiple cells in series and parallel
to meet the reguired output voltage and current levels. The PV generator can be
modeled as a parallel combination of a photocurrent source and a dynamic resistance
rdyn as depicted in Fig. 6.3. The value of the dynamic resistance depends on the
operating point. At low voltages the dynamic resistance is high and the PV generator
resembles a current source. At higher voltages, the dynamic resistance becomes smaller
and the PV generator voltage reaches its maximum at open circuit. Thus the PV
generator resembles a voltage source.
+
-
phi
pvi
pvu
dynr
Figure 6.3: A simplified equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic generator.
6.2 Effect of photovoltaic generator on open-loop dynamics
The effect of a PV generator on the dynamics of the dc-equivalent converter can be
approximated by using the simplified circuit of Fig. 6.3 for the PV generator. Source
affected transfer functions can be solved according to (2.13), noticing that YS = 1/rdyn.
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Measured output impedance of a Raloss SR30-36 solar module in different operation
points along the I-U -curve, when exposed to a light source with irradiation of 500W/m2
[32], is depicted in Fig. 6.4. The output impedance resembles a pure resistor at low
frequency which supports the use of the simplified circuit for the PV generator in Fig.
6.3.
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Figure 6.4: Measured output impedance of Raloss SR30-36 solar module.
To validate the results, a prototype converter according to Fig. 5.2 was constructed.
The prototype included also low-pass filtered measurement circuits for input and out-
put voltages and currents. Switching frequency was selected to be 100 kHz and corner
frequency for the measurement circuits 50 kHz. Control system was implemented using
Texas Instruments digital signal processor eZdsp F28335. Frequency responses were
extracted using Venable Industries’ frequency response analyzer Model 3120. Com-
ponent values for the prototype are listed in Table 6.1. More information about the
prototype converter and the test setup can be found from Appendix C.
Source affected control-to-output transfer function can be calculated as in (6.2)
where superscript ’S’ denotes that the transfer function is affected by the non-ideal
source.
Gsco−o =
1 + YSZin−∞
1 + YSZin−o
Gco−o, (6.2)
where
YS =
1
rdyn
Zin−∞ = Zin−o − Gio−oGci−o
Gco−o
are the source admittance and the ideal input impedance.
Measured and predicted control-to-output transfer functions at open loop in the
CC and CV regions of the PV generator are shown in Fig. 6.5. Increasing phase-lag
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Table 6.1: Component values for the prototype converter.
Component Value
C 2.2mF
L 220µH
Rs1 0.1Ω
Rs2 0.1Ω
at high requencies is due to the delay introduced by the DSP and was included to the
model as a first order Pade approximation (6.3).
Gdelay =
1− Ts
2
s
1 + Ts
2
s
(6.3)
The phase of the transfer function starts from 180 degrees in the CC region and from
zero degrees in the CV region. Such a behavior can be understood by considering the
source-affected control-to-output current transfer function without parasitics. Equation
(6.2) can be written without parasitics as shown in (6.4).
GSco−o =
Uin
L
[
s+ 1
C
(
1
rdyn
− Iin
Uin
)]
(
s2 + 1
Crdyn
s+ D
2
LC
) (6.4)
It can be seen directly that when the static admittance of the converter Iin/Uin is
greater than the source admittance 1/rdyn the zero of the control-to-output transfer
function becomes positive. This happens when operating point crosses the MPP to the
CC region, because at the MPP the dynamic resistance of the PV generator equals the
static resistance of the converter according to the maximum power transfer theorem. In
other words, the RHP-zero appears when the operation point is moved over the MPP
to the CC region. Due to this phase flip, a single loop output current control which is
stable in all operation points can not be implemented. For example, a high bandwidth
current control designed in the CV region would become unstable in the CC region
because the bandwidth should be limited below the frequency of the RHP-zero [33].
In addition, because the RHP-zero is at low frequencies, a control system with just a
few hertz of bandwidth would be of no practical value. In addition, the control signal
should be inverted in the CC and noninverted in the CV region.
The source affected control-to-input-voltage transfer function is as shown in (6.5).
GSci−o =
Gci−o
1 + YSZin−o
(6.5)
The parasitic resistance of the PV generator has negligible effect on the transfer
function. Control-to-input voltage transfer funtion is depicted in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.5: Measured (solid) and predicted (dashed) control-to-output current transfer
functions in a) constant current region and b) constant voltage regions.
The phase in Fig. 6.6 starts from 180, which implies that either the low side switch
should be on-time controlled or the control signal in the voltage controller inverted.
The latter option was chosen, because the dynamical analysis was done for the case
where the high side switch is on-time controlled.
6.3 Control system design
The phase flip of GSco−o makes it impossible to operate the converter in all operating
points of the I-U -curve when only output current control is active as discussed in the
previous section. On the other hand, the input voltage has to be controlled to provide
maximum power point tracking (MPPT). In addition, the output current needs to be
controlled to comply with the grid codes if the inverter is connected to the utility grid.
A cascaded control structure is usually implemented in grid-connected inverters and a
control system of the same type was designed for the dc-equivalent converter [23]. The
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Figure 6.6: Measured (solid) and predicted (dashed) control-to-input voltage transfer func-
tion at open loop.
inner loop controls the output current and the outer loop the input voltage as depicted
in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Cascaded control system implemented to the dc-dc converter.
The current control loop can be solved from control block diagram in Fig. 5.8b and
is found to be as in (6.6). Superscript ’s’ in Gsco−o denotes that it is affected by the
dynamic resistance of the PV generator.
Lout = R
out
eq G
s
co−oGcaGa (6.6)
The current sensing transfer function Routeq in (6.7) includes low-pass filtering, gain
introduced by the AD conversion, computing delay introduced by the DSP, and a
scaling factor. Scaling is necessary, because the maximum voltage at the DSP pin is
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restricted to 3 V. The delay originating from AD conversion is approximated using the
first-order Pade approximation (6.3). Gca is the current controller transfer function
as shown in (6.8). Ga is the effective gain of the PWM process (1/1500) which is
a property of finite resolution of the PWM used inside the DSP . fLP is the corner
frequency of the low-pass filter and is set to half the switching frequency (50 kHz).
Routeq = 0.8525 ·
4096
3
· 1
1 + s
2pifLP
Gdelay (6.7)
Gca = Kout
(s + ωz−out)
s (s/ωp−out + 1)
(6.8)
Controller zero was placed at 1 kHz and pole at 25 kHz. The controller gain was set
to 0.5 to achieve high enough control bandwidth of around 5 kHz. Resulting current
control loop gain is shown in Fig. 6.8. The designed current control can not work in
the CC region as such but the outer voltage control loop has to be connected as will
be discussed later.
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Figure 6.8: Predicted current control loop gain in CC region (solid), MPP (dashed) and
CV region (dash-dotted) when input voltage control is disconnected.
Output-current-controlled converter is to be considered as an open-loop system
when designing the input-voltage control. The third input variable is now the control
voltage vˆc rather than the duty ratio dˆ according to Fig. 5.9. The transfer functions
between control voltage and input voltage is as shown in (6.9).
Goutri =
1
Routeq
Lout
1 + Lout
Gci−o
Gco−o
(6.9)
The control-to-input-voltage transfer function (6.9) includes the current loop Lout
and has the control-to-output-current transfer function in the denominator. As a con-
sequence, the transfer function has a single RHP-pole in the CC region. According to
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[33], the control bandwidth has to be higher than the frequency of the RHP-pole for
the loop to be stable. The RHP-pole frequency is around 5 Hz. The voltage control
bandwidth has to be higher than this, but low enough to provide attenuation at three
times the grid frequency. The voltage control loop is as shown in (6.10).
Lin =
1
Routeq
Lout
1 + Lout
Gci−o
Gco−o
GinseGcc, (6.10)
where Ginse is the input-voltage-sensing transfer function (6.11) and Gcc the input-
voltage-controller transfer function (6.12), which has the same form as the current
controller.
Ginse = 0.1102 ·
4096
3
· 1
1 + s
2pifLP
Gdelay (6.11)
Gca = Kin
(s + ωz−in)
s (s/ωp−in + 1)
, (6.12)
The input voltage controller zero was placed at 10 Hz and pole at 50 Hz. The
controller pole was placed at low frequency to attenuate 300Hz ripple which is always
present in a grid-tied three-phase inverter. The gain of the controller was set to 3.98,
which gives a control bandwidth of around 20 Hz. Control loop would attenuate the
300 Hz ripple by 40 dB. The resulting voltage control loop is given in Fig. 6.9 at
different operating points.
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Figure 6.9: Predicted input voltage control loop gain in CC region (solid), MPP (dashed)
and CV region (dash-dotted).
It has to be noted that the stability margins are analyzed in respect to 0 degrees line,
since the reference is connected to the negative and the measurement to the positive
part of the summer as was depicted in Fig. 6.9. The phase margin is lowest in the
CC region and highest in the CV region. Thus the control system is expected to have
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slowest settling times in the CC region. The achievable control bandwidth is limited
by the need for attenuation at grid harmonics around 300 Hz for a three-phase inverter
and cannot be increased much.
6.4 Effect of a photovoltaic generator on closed-loop dynamics
The closed loop output admittance of the dc-equivalent circuit was derived in Chapter
5 and is as shown in (6.13). The source-affected closed-loop output admittance can be
calculated as in (6.14).
Y out−ino−c =
Yo−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) −
Lin
1− LinYo−∞ (6.13)
Y So−c =
1 + Z in−outin−ocoYS
1 + Z in−outin−c YS
Y in−outo−c , (6.14)
where
Z in−outin−oco = Z
in−out
in−c +
Gin−outio−c T
in−out
oi−c
Y in−outo−c
(6.15)
is the open circuit input impedance at closed loop.
The output admittance was measured as an impedance and is shown in Fig. 6.10.
The impedance had the same characteristics in all operation points and only the one
measured in the CC region is shown. Output impedance in the CV region and MPP
are shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 6.10: Predicted (dashed) and measured (solid) output impedances at closed loop in
the CC region.
An important observation from Fig. 6.10 is that the phase of the output impedance
crosses -180◦ at frequency around 80 Hz. Since the dc-equivalent model imitates the
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behavior of the inverter model in the synchronous frame, the same behavior is present
in the three-phase inverter. This could lead to instability according to minor-loop gain,
introduced by Middlebrook [34]: if the grid impedance equals the output impedance in
magnitude and the phase difference of these two impedances equals 180◦, the system
will become unstable.
The phase behavior in all operating points is virtually the same. This means that
the photovoltaic generator itself does not cause the negative output impedance. Thus
it is a property of the used control system and originates from the fact that the control
signal of the voltage controller has to be inverted. The rest of the measured output
impedances are collected in Appendix B. The appearence of negative output impedance
was reported earlier in [35–37]. This could be a consequence of cascade control sys-
tem, but not enough information about the used inverter models were given to verify
this. The negative resistor like behavior appears between the crossover frequencies of
voltage and current loops. This can be deduced also from (6.13), where the term Yo−∞
dominates the low frequency behavior of the output admittance. In the frequencies
where the gain of the input control loop is high, the minus sign is cancelled by the
denominator. In the vicinity of the input-voltage control crossover frequency, the gain
of the input control loop is low and the minus sign appears.
The PV generator was approximated by a parallel connection of a photocurrent
source and a dynamic resistance, because the dynamic resistance models the terminal
behavior of the PV generator it does not contribute to the measured input impedance.
The input impedance of the converter can be calculated to be as shown in (6.16).
Zin−c =
Zin−o
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin) +
Lout
(1 + Lout) (1− Lin)Zin−∞ (6.16)
The measured and predicted closed-loop input impedances are shown in Fig. 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Predicted (dashed) and measured (solid) input impedances at closed loop.
The input impedance of the converter and the output impedance of the PV gener-
ator are compared in Fig. 6.12. The output impedance is shown in short-circuit (SC)
and open-circuit (OC) conditions. It can be deduced that the minor loop related to
input side interactions does not imply instability to take place: the magnitudes of the
impedances coincide when the PV generator operates in the open circuit, but the phase
difference is much less than 180◦. The situation can however change if load interactions
come into play but this subject is not treated in this thesis.
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Figure 6.12: Measured closed-loop input impedance of the converter (solid) and output
impedances of the PV module in short circuit (dash-dotted) and open circuit
(dashed).
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Small-signal modeling of a three-phase two-level grid-connected inverter can be done
when the three-phase variables are transformed to a rotating synchronous reference
frame. In a balanced and symmetrical grid, sinusoidal signals become dc-valued. This
makes implementation of a control system easy, because the error signals can be com-
pensated with PI controllers. In addition, the transfer functions, by means of which
the controllers can be tuned, become available. The resulting control block diagram
of an inverter in the synchronous reference frame is, however, quite complex and the
required closed-loop transfer functions can not be easily solved.
In this thesis, a reduced-order model was constructed to approximate the dynam-
ical properties of a grid-connected three-phase two-level inverter used in PV grid-
interfacing. Approximation was done by assuming ideal grid voltages and neclecting
the cross-coupling terms resulting from the space-vector transformation. The reduced-
order model can be used to study the behaviour of the inverter in different operating
points along the PV generator I-U -curve by including the source effect. This is done
by approximating the PV generator as a parallel combination of a photocurrent source
and a resistor. The value of the resistor depends on the operating point and is highest
in the constant current region and lowest in the constant voltage region.
The PV generator has a major effect in the control design of the converter. It
introduces a RHP-zero to control-to-output-current transfer function when the gener-
ator voltage is lower than the MPP voltage. This makes the phase experience a phase
flip from zero to 180◦ when the generator voltage drops below the MPP. Single-loop
output current control that is stable in all operation points is therefore impossible to
implement.
A cascaded control structure has been widely adopted in three-phase inverters. Such
a control structure consists of two loops connected in cascade. The inner loop controls
the output current to be in phase with the grid voltage and the outer loop controls the
input voltage to realize maximum power point tracking. In the literature, it is common
to consider the dynamic properties of an inverter similar to those of a lossy inductor.
In this case, the input voltage is assumed to be a constant and thus an input variable.
In reality, the input voltage is determined by the current charging the input capacitor
and the assumption of the constant input voltage is not correct.
In this work, the input voltage was treated as a controllable output variable. The
control-to-input-voltage transfer function implies that the control signal of the voltage
controller needs to be inverted.
The most important observation, when using a cascaded control scheme, was the
appearance of a negative output impedance independent. This can lead to instability
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at the harmonic frequencies when the grid impedance matches the output impedance
of the converter with a phase difference of 180◦.
Future work will include measuring frequency responses from an actual three-phase
inverter connected to a three-phase voltage load and studying the methods to avoid
the appearance of the negative output impedance by means of proper control design.
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A. COMPARISON OF INVERTER AND REDUCED
ORDER MODELS
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Figure A.1: Estimated output-to-input transmittances from inverter dq-model (dotted line)
and reduced order dc-dc model (solid line).
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Figure A.2: Estimated control-to-input transfer functions from inverter dq-model (dotted
line) and reduced order dc-dc model (solid line).
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Figure A.3: Estimated input-to-output transfer functions from inverter dq-model (dotted
line) and reduced order dc-dc model (solid line).
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Figure A.4: Estimated control-to-output transfer functions from inverter dq -model (dotted
line) and reduced order dc-dc model (solid line).
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B. CLOSED-LOOP OUTPUT IMPEDANCES OF
DC-EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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Figure B.1: Predicted and measured output impedances of the dc-dc equivalent converter
in MPP at closed-loop.
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Figure B.2: Predicted and measured output impedances of the dc-dc equivalent converter
in CV region at closed-loop.
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C. PROTOTYPE CONVERTER
The power-stage of the prototype converter is depicted in Fig. C.1 and the final as-
sembled converter in Fig. C.2.
Figure C.1: Power-stage of the prototype converter.
Figure C.2: Prototype converter.
The measurement circuits were designed to give output voltages less than 3 V to
protect the DSP from overvoltage. Output current measurement circuit was imple-
mented using an instrument amplifier and a passive low-pass filter as depicted in Fig.
C.3. The input voltage measurement was done using a differential amplifier circuit and
low-pass filtering as shown in Fig. C.4.
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Figure C.3: Output current sensing measurement circuit.
Figure C.4: Input voltage sensing measurement circuit.
